Vertigo Hospitality Terms and Conditions
1. Insofar as to herewhich you have agreed to hire the face melting rock and roll original
cover band known formally by their trade name Benign Positional Paroxysmal
Nystagmotional Vertiginous Disorder, now known by their trade name VERTIGO.
2. Insofar herein as this agreement represents a contractual obligation on the part of the
band to appear as so designated on the agreed upon date and time, and for the band
thereto to render a performance of face-melting, earth-quaking, boot-shaking, rumpkicking rock and roll to said patrons of said establishment.
3. Wherein as compensation for said face-melting to be delivered upon request at the
designated date and time, all band members shall be properly prepared to perform.
Insomuch as this preparation not only involves extensive individual and group practice
time having taken place over the course of the last 20 years, said establishment
understands in all certain and no uncertain terms that the band also requires
preparation immediately before, during, and sometimes after the course of said
performance.
4. Heretofore understood by the proprietors of the establishment that each member of
the band is to be provided with at least one (1) pint of alcohol prior to beginning. This
should be served to the band upon request during the hauling in and setting up process
that is to be initiated at the mutual discretion of the band and the proprietor.
5. Insomuch as it is understood that during the course of performance the band expends
energy and resources in the form of blood, sweat, and tears, and insomuch as those
resources and that energy needs to be replenished, both hydration and glucose will be
made available to Vertigo during the course of the performance.
6. Hydration should take the form of barley, hops, and malt concocted together in a
suitable fashion often referred to as BEER. Should beer be unavailable, a pitcher
containing two elements hydrogen and one element oxygen in its various forms, also
known as ICE WATER, will suffice.
7. Glucose should be delivered via the time-tested glucose replenishment of rock and roll
bands in the form of M&M candies. As is the standard custom for rock performances,
all green M&M’s will need to be removed by the proprietor before their delivery to the
stage in a large bowl bearing the emblem of the establishment. Should M&M’s be
unavailable, CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES can sometimes suffice, though since those do
not accompany BEER well, should be accompanied by MILK.

